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Objectives 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to consider what the cognitive models of online causal learning are and what they have to 

offer for the interactive AI approach. In this thesis, an interactive AI system is considered one that focuses on 

understanding and collaborating with a human user and which can therefore benefit from cognitive models. The general 

overview of the models is given by replicating some of the computational results of Bramley et al. (2017) which explored 

cognitive models for online causal learning. The earlier paper contained four models on how people might learn their 

causal beliefs, and five models on how people might choose where they place their tests, also known as interventions. 

Thesis also discusses the implications that the replicated models have for interactive AI, both by considering how these 

models could be better extended into the interactive AI framework, but also by considering a simple AI based system 

that could make use of such models. 

 

Replication 

 

The replication was done by reimplementing the original models of Bramley et al. in R and by reproducing the 

corresponding figures. Out of the four models used for causal belief updating, two were successfully replicated so that 

the results corresponded to the original paper. It is not certain why the two other models could not be replicated, and the 

task is left open for future work. Out of the five intervention choice models, four were implemented and three successfully 

replicated. One of the models was very close to the original results, but this thesis could not conclude whether it fully 

reproduces the original results. 

 

Implications 

 

The simple AI model proposed in this performed poorly but was able to show that in theory, an interactive AI system 

that incorporates such a model might be feasible in the future with further development. Some recommendations to better 

extend the replicated models into the interactive AI framework were made. Main recommendations were that a better 

model on how people might choose where they focus their local attention is needed. Furthermore, it should be ensured 

that the models approximate human behaviour in larger graphs as well. 
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Tavoitteet 

Tämän opinnäytetyön tarkoituksena on tutkia, kuinka kognitiivisia malleja voidaan hyödyntää kausaalisuuden 

mallintamisessa interaktiivisten tekoälysovellusten näkökulmasta. Tässä opinnäytetyössä interaktiivisilla 

tekoälysovelluksilla tarkoitetaan järjestelmää, jossa toiminta keskittyy käyttäjän ympärille ja jossa tekoäly tukee käyttäjää 

tämän tavoitteissa. Kognitiiviset mallit sopivat luontevasti tämänkaltaisen järjestelmän toimintaan, sillä ne helpottavat 

käyttäjän ymmärtämistä ja toiminnan ennakointia.  Kausaalisuuteen liittyvien kognitiivisten mallien tutkiminen ja 

arviointi tapahtuu replikoimalla osa Bramley jne. (2017) laskennallisista tuloksista, jotka liittyvät kausaalisuhteiden 

oppimisen mallintamiseen. Mainittuja malleja on yhteensä yhdeksän. Näistä neljä pyrkii selittämään, kuinka ihmiset 

päivittävät kausaalisia uskomuksiaan ja viisi, kuinka ihmiset valitsevat, mitä he testaavat. Tämä opinnäytetyö tutkii myös 

replikoinnin tuloksien merkityksiä interaktiiviselle tekoälylle tarkastelemalla, kuinka malleja voidaan paremmin 

laajentaa siihen soveltuvaksi, mutta tekemällä lisäksi ehdotuksen yksinkertaisesta interaktiivisesta tekoälysovelluksesta. 

 

Replikointi 

Replikointi toteutettiin R:llä toisintamalla mainitut Bramley jne. artikkelin laskennalliset mallit ja niitä vastaavat kuvat. 

Neljästä kausaalisten uskomusten päivittämiseen liittyvästä mallista kahta ei pystytty onnistuneesti replikoimaan. Syy 

tälle on epäselvä ja se jätetään myöhempien jatkotutkimusten ratkaistavaksi. Testien valintaan liittyvistä malleista tämä 

opinnäytetyö keskittyi neljän mallin replikointiin. Näistä neljästä mallista kolme replikoitiin onnistuneesti. Viimeinen 

neljästä mallista oli lähellä alkuperäisiä tuloksia, mutta erosi muutamalla kriittisellä tavalla, joten sen replikoituvuutta ei 

voitu täysin varmistaa ja jätetään jatkotutkimusten ratkaistavaksi. 

 

Implikaatiot 

Yksinkertainen tekoälysovellus suoriutui kehnosti, mutta pystyi osoittamaan, että vastaavaa pidemmälle kehitettyä 

sovellusta voitaisiin teoriassa hyödyntää tulevaisuudessa interaktiivisissa tekoälysovelluksissa. Opinnäytetyössä 

annettiin myös muutama suositus siitä, kuinka tutkittuja kognitiivisia malleja voitaisiin kehittää, jotta ne sopisivat 

paremmin interaktiivisiin tekoälysovelluksiin. Mainitut mallit vaativat vielä työtä sen selittämiseen, mihin käyttäjät 

suuntaavat huomionsa heidän miettiessä mitä he testaavat. Lisäksi mallien soveltuvuutta laajempiin kausaalisiin 

ongelmiin tulisi tutkia. 
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Introduction

Our world is constantly governed by cause and effect: We might learn that a plant

without water dies but that some plants survive longer than others with less water and

that they can even die from excessive watering. Furthermore, we interpret that the

behaviour of other people is caused, or influenced, by their internal motivators, such as

hunger, greed, or anger. This interaction between cause and effect is referred as a causal

relationship and understanding them has been proposed as one of the basic elements of

human cognition (Smith, 2011), the pinnacle of human intelligence (Pearl, 2000), and an

aspect which is crucial in decision-making and giving us agency (Sloman, 2005). It is

one thing to claim that causal representations are the basic building block for human

cognition, but to empirically evaluate these claims, we need a framework that accurately

describes the behaviour of the system of interest. Such a framework was recently

presented in the paper of Bramley et al. (2017) where the authors put forward a

comprehensive algorithmic-level theory of how humans could generate, edit, and

represent causal structures in an online learning scenario in a cognitively plausible

manner. Bramley et al.’s paper explores multiple cognitive models, or models that aim

to model the cognitive process in question, to explain causal learning behaviour of

humans. These models make use of directed acyclic graphs and noisy-OR

parametrization to approximate causal learning of humans. An example of various

directed acyclic graphs can be seen in Figure 1. Directed acyclic graphs, the noisy-OR

parametrization, and the theoretical background of the framework of Bramley et al.

(2017) are covered in the literature review segment.
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AB C

A

AB CA

Collider Chain

AB C

A

Fully connected

Figure 1 . Examples of various types of directed acyclic graphs, representing causal rela-

tionships between events A, B, and C.

The models explored in Bramley et al. (2017) are significant in the manner they

are able to address a wide variety of central aspects of causal learning in a cognitively

plausible manner. The main model they propose, referred as the Neurath’s ship,

suggests that people focus on some local aspect of the given causal learning task. They

also put forward models on how people might select the interventions they make, where

an intervention can be understood as an operation to set a specific variable to a specific

state. Bramley et al. show that the proposed models are able to capture people’s online

causal learning behaviour in various causal graphs and that people seem to focus on

some local aspect when they make causal inferences.

From the perspective of this thesis, these models offer us an avenue to not only

evaluate the causal models in general, but also to see how these cognitive models can fit

an approach which is referred in this thesis as the interactive AI (IAI). In this approach,

the focus is on the person using the system and an AI operator is there to provide help

and to collaborate with the person so that they can better achieve their goals in the

given task environment. The proposal in this thesis is that cognitive models, such as
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those of Bramley et al. (2017), naturally extend into an IAI system, where they can help

the AI understand the user’s current state and goals. The idea is that cognitively

plausible models are able to make more robust and accurate predictions about the

participants’ behaviour than models based purely on observational data. In the case of

the task of online causal learning, one of the means in which an AI could provide help

for the user is by assisting in error detection and prevention. This can be achieved either

by identifying likely mistakes, or even by simulating the participants’ behaviour and

identifying patterns that might hinder them from achieving their goals. The potential

and plausibility of such an approach is explored further in the implications section.

To ensure that the chosen framework is reliable and the that the evaluated models

can be used as a base for any future research and extensions, a large portion of this

thesis is devoted to replication and evaluation of the computational modelling results of

Bramley et al. (2017). Here, successful replication means that the relevant

computational results of the original forward models of Bramley et al. (2017) are

reproduced. The significance of replication work, such as the one done is this thesis, has

been stressed by Ioannidis (2005) and Rougier et al. (2017) among many others and the

current consensus seems to be, that even though replication is important for research

and science as a whole, it is currently done too rarely. Furthermore, the code required to

run the original models of Bramley et al. (2017) was not easily accessible nor directly

applicable to scopes beyond the original paper. The proposed replication of the original

work is also an attempt to develop a good and easy to use, publicly available codebase,

that would allow the models to be applied in a more straightforward manner in the

future. The value of such efforts has been underlined especially by Rougier et al. (2017).

The replication work presented in this thesis is a part of a larger effort, which aims

to replicate the findings of Bramley et al. (2017) as a whole. Therefore, some of the
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claims made in this thesis could potentially change in the future, as progress is made on

the larger project. Furthermore, as the full replication work is extensive and this thesis

considers other aspects as well, it focuses mainly on the forward models of Bramley et al.

as they form the basis of their framework and can be used to evaluate the implications

of their theory. The forward models generate predictions and in causal learning simulate

the causal inference behaviour of humans with given parameters. Bramley et al. also

propose what can be identified as inverse models, which try to fit individual participants’

causal learning behaviour by recovering the best fitting parameters for a specific model.

The inverse models are left out of the scope of this thesis, but will become important

once the replicated models require a better fit to individuals’ behavioural patterns. The

forward models replicated in this thesis will use the default formulations of Bramley et

al. (2017) so they have not been fit to individual participants, but rather make general

approximations about the behaviour of people at the population level.

When combined, all these goals aim to ensure that the original computational

forward models of Bramley et al. (2017) work as they are described, but furthermore,

that they are extendable and applicable beyond the scope of the original paper to the

field of interactive AI. By replicating and discussing the implications of Bramley et al.’s

framework, this thesis attempts to answer how online causal learning can be modelled,

what such cognitive models have to offer, but also what are some of the challenges in

such an approach. Through this process, this thesis highlights the potential of such

cognitive models of causality, but also cognitive models in general. This hopefully paves

road to future research seeking to combine AI and cognitive models to achieve better

and more intelligent systems.

The outline of the thesis is as follows: The next segment covers the theoretical

background needed to understand the basic assumptions and background of causal
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models when used in computational cognitive modelling framework of Bramley et al.

(2017) and the proposed extensions. After this, the methods, and results of replication

of Bramley et al. (2017) will be presented. The thesis then presents an AI model with

very simple functionality, to explore how an interactive AI system might function and

discusses how the explored cognitive models could find an even better fit with the

interactive AI approach. At the end, discussion is given on the outcomes and

implications of the work done in this thesis.

Literature review

Representing causality

To model causal processes, some consideration must be given to what constitutes

causality. Though the fundamental role of causality in human cognition has been

highlighted throughout history by great minds such as Kant (Smith, 2011) and Hume

(2000), the definition of causality varies. The definition is often dependant on the

domain of focus (Gerstenberg, Goodman, Lagnado, & Tenenbaum, 2020) and it has even

been argued that an exact definition is unachievable (Zadeh, 2001). Nevertheless,

Gerstenberg et al. (2020) mention that these definitions can be placed under two

differing theories of causation: (a) causation as a form of continuous process and (b)

causation as form of dependence between variables. According to the former, or the

process theories, to constitute as a cause, an element must be connected to the affected

element by a spatiotemporally continuous process (Gerstenberg et al., 2020). For

instance, if we look at a ball hitting a window and breaking it, according to the process

theory the ball can be seen as the cause of the window breaking as the spatiotemporal

process of ball hitting the window broke it. On the other hand, according to the latter,

or the dependence theories, to constitute as a cause, an affected element must be
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dependent on it (Gerstenberg et al., 2020). For example, a ball hitting a window can be

seen as the cause for the window breaking as it was dependent on the event.

The work of Bramley et al. (2017) is largely based upon the framework of Pearl

(2000), which falls under the dependence theories, more specifically the interventionist

theories of causation. Here, dependence is captured by a notion of counterfactuals, or

events that could have happened but did not, and interventions (Gerstenberg et al.,

2020). An intervention can be considered a sort of physical action to adjust the system,

setting the chosen variable to a specific state (Pearl, 2000). For instance, if the breaking

of a window could have been prevented by intervening the ball from hitting it, then the

ball hitting the window is considered the cause of the window breaking, as it was

dependent on it. Although this definition can be shown to have trouble with

overdetermination (Gerstenberg et al., 2020), it allows the parametrization and

estimation of causal effects in practical terms and makes it possible to do causal

reasoning with event probabilities (Pearl, 2000).

Directed Acyclic Graphs. The interventionist assumptions allowed Pearl

(2000) to represent causal information in a more practical form by using Directed

Acyclic Graphs (DAGs). These DAGs, such as the ones seen in Figure 1, encode

information about causal events, which in turn make the inference about those events

happening under certain conditions possible. One important aspect to note is that

causal DAGs encode causal assumptions. If we refrain from making such causal

assumptions, only looking at the association, no causal claims can be made or tested.

This assumption was famously stated in more straightforward manner by Cartwright

(1994, p.154) as “No causes in; nothing much out”. The key takeaway is that DAGs

allow us to encode causal assumptions and then possibly test them, but only if there are

assumptions to start with. Furthermore, incorrect assumptions may lead to incorrect
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inferences. Given that causal modelling framework of Bramley et al. (2017) aims to

encode the causal assumptions made by people, DAGs make a natural fit.

DAGs themselves consist of nodes and edges, where each node represents an

individual element of the causal system and the edges indicate causal directions and

effects between elements. If an edge goes from node A to node B, A is referred as the

parent node of node B. Similarly, node B is referred as the child node of node A.

Furthermore, chains of parents form the ancestors of a node and chains of children form

the descendants of a node. DAGs are restricted so that a path from a node cannot lead

back to itself, hence why the graphs are acyclic. Specifically, a DAG that allows

representation of probabilities and probabilistic inference are sometimes referred as

Bayesian networks. The more general terms of DAG or causal graph will be used in this

thesis when referencing such causal structures, as they are also used by Bramley et al.

(2017) and it does not seem that either term has become the standard in the literature.

Bramley et al. (2017) also use the term causal model to reference causal graphs, but for

clarity, this is avoided in this thesis in order to better differentiate between cognitive

models and causal graphs.

Besides offering convenient representation for causal assumptions, DAGs also make

these representations more economic and efficient for computations and for testing

causal inferences (Pearl, 2000). They also allow practical assumptions, such noisy-OR

parametrization of variables (Cheng, 1997), and offer an exact formalism for

interventions (Pearl, 2000), both of which will be discussed below.

It should be noted that traditional DAGs are susceptible to various problems as

well. DAGs can have issues representing cause and effect relationships that form a loop,

such as supply and demand, or ones that may implicitly contain temporal assumptions

such as guests and food both arriving in time for a successful party (Mazlack, 2009). A
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common way to circumvent these issues is to use dynamic Bayesian networks (Dean &

Kanazawa, 1989), which uses acyclic graphs where the causal influences can change

through time. As the work of Bramley et al. (2017) focuses on modelling that is based

on a well-defined task suited for DAGs, the usage of them should not be a problem for

Bramley et al.’s theoretical implications. Some alternatives to DAGs, such as Fuzzy

Cognitive Maps, have been proposed in the literature (Mazlack, 2009), but they have not

gained a proper foothold and evaluating their fit is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Parametrization of causal effects. DAGs themselves cannot be used for

inferences unless the actual causal effects are parametrized. Ironically, though causal

events can be seen as something that are certain under specific conditions, these

conditions are so challenging to evaluate that it makes the whole process inherently

uncertain. By representing causes and effects through probabilities, it is possible to

parametrize these uncertainties and capture exceptions that would pose problems to

causal statements proposed through deterministic rules, as these rules would need to be

fully defined (Pearl, 2000). For instance, the claim that a grass will get wet when it

rains, is reliant on the fact that there is not anything covering the grass among many

other things. In many situations, listing all the scenarios that would falsify the original

statement is infeasible. Probabilities are able to represent these types of exceptions

naturally without the need to explicitly list all of them.

These event probabilities can be summarized by using conditional probability

tables such as in Figure 2. Here each event has a corresponding probability table that

contains all of the relevant information needed to infer the probability that variable is in

a specific state. For instance, it can be easily seen that if a sprinkler is off and it has

been raining, the probability that grass is wet is ninety percent. Furthermore, by using

conditional probability tables and the Bayes’ formula for further inference, it is possible
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to find out, for example, what is the probability that it has rained given that the grass is

wet and that the sprinkler is off.

Cloudy

Sprinkler Rain

WetGrass

C P
1 0.5

C P
0 0.2

R

C P
0 0.01

R

C P
0 0.5

S
1

1 1 0.1

1
1 1 0.8

0.9

0
0 1

01
1 1

0.9

0.99

Figure 2 . An example figure of a DAG with conditional probability tables. The left side

of each table shows the events and the right side the chance that those events are true.

However, in order to build the full probability table, all of the probability states

that exist between different causal elements have to be defined. These definitions get

out of hand quickly once the network starts growing and although a computer is able to

keep track of various dependencies between causal elements, people must have a more

efficient method for representing and combining various causal effects. Motivated by the

need to explain how humans combine such causal powers in their inferences, Cheng

(1997) put forward so called Power PC theory. The Power PC theory proposes that
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people estimate causal effects by combining them in a simplified manner, which varies

depending on the type of causes being considered. When causes are generative, meaning

that they can only increase the chance of an event happening, as is in the task of

Bramley et al. (2017), it is proposed that they can be parametrized with a noisy-OR

relationship. This noisy-OR parametrization assumes that the parents of a node are

independent of each other when their effect is computed onto the node. In the case the

causes would be preventive, meaning that they would diminish the chance of an event

happening, it has been proposed that they combine using a noisy-AND-NOT

relationship. Bramley et al. (2017) do limit their causal learning task into one with

generative causes and follow the noisy-OR assumption when they model people. The

noisy-OR as used in Bramley et al. (2017) is more precisely leaky noisy-OR, though the

two are often referred identically in the literature Fenton, Noguchi, and Neil (2019).

The noisy-OR assumption can reduce the computational complexity of a causal

inference task without sacrificing performance if used correctly (Bolt & van der Gaag,

2010; Woudenberg & van der Gaag, 2011). It is also likely to work as a basis for more

cognitively bounded parameterization for people’s causal estimations as it has been

shown to capture them quite well (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Liljeholm & Cheng,

2007). Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2005) note that the fit of a parametrization will

depend on individuals’ beliefs and alternative parametrizations to noisy-OR are likely

needed in different belief scenarios. They do state that for binary-valued effects, such as

in the case of Bramley et al. (2017), the noisy-OR assumption seems appropriate.

Representing interventions. Unsurprisingly, interventionist theories place a

lot of weight on intervening and the usage of interventions as the basis for finding causal

relationships. As stated by Pearl (2000) these actions are what makes causal inference

possible and without them we are left to merely consider association between elements.
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This view also shows in the work of Bramley et al. (2017) where interventions make a

fundamental part of how people learn causal structures.

In causal reasoning literature interventions are most commonly represented with

the do-operator introduced by Pearl (2000). The do-operator signifies an actual

intervention and not just passive observation. In causal graph, the do-operation sets the

node to a specific value and cuts off any influence from its parent nodes. This is what

Pearl (2000) refers as the difference between doing and seeing. Learning by doing is the

sort of learning that Bramley et al. (2017) consider as active, as the inferences are based

on the actions made.

As an example, on an intervention process, we could imagine a person who has

never seen a traffic light. They might wonder if the cars moving cause the lights to

change to green, or if the lights make the cars to drive. By merely observing this

process, they might see that some cars move slightly before the lights change, maybe

this causes the lights to eventually change. By intervening, we can test the causal

relationship of which causes which. We can do(car = drive) and see if that causes the

light to change. On the other hand we can do the opposite, and set the light with

do(light = green) and observe that indeed, this causes the cars to move.

On the other hand, as some have pointed out (Dablander, 2020), in some scenarios,

the do-operation might be difficult or even impossible to apply. It is impossible to make

the sun rise in order to see if that makes the rooster crow. A large part of Pearl (2000)

is focused around such issues and finding ways to estimate the do()-operation in

situations where an actual intervention might be impossible. However, in the work of

Bramley et al. (2017) the problem is designed so that no such estimations are needed,

and the do-operator signifies an operation of setting a node to a specific state.
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An algorithmic-level modelling framework

Bramley et al. (2017) base their data on various versions of the same main task. In

all of them, the goal was to try and infer the true causal structure in a given graph with

binary valued nodes and where the true connections are hidden. Bramley et al. (2017)

also restricted the task not to include hidden, or latent variables, which make it well

suited for modelling which uses DAGs with noisy-OR parametrization. The main

method which the participants had to use in order to update their causal beliefs was

interventions, as the user was able to set nodes to either on or off and observe the

outcome. The activations between the nodes were noisy, so the nodes could activate

randomly, or they might ignore activation from their parents. The process can be

referred as sequential learning task (Bramley, Dayan, & Lagnado, 2015), as the learning

happens in sequences of intervention, observation and model updating. The participants

had set number of tests in a single trial, but this number varied between different

experimental setups. Furthermore, each user also had multiple trials, where the true

model changed. In total, Bramley et al. (2017) contains results from three experiments,

the details and results of which will be covered below in better detail when they are

compared against the replication results.

The aim of the work put forward in Bramley et al. (2017) is to offer explanations

on how humans learn such a simple causal learning task. To do this, they propose a set

of cognitive models, or models that aim to represent the cognitive process in question.

This representation can be achieved at different levels (Bermúdez, 2014, p. 46), often

based on the systematic approach of Marr (1982). In their paper Bramley et al. (2017)

focus on models which aim to represent causal learning at what Marr refers as the

computational- and algorithmic-levels. At computational-level, the aim is to model the

cognitive system by matching the information that the system gets, the input, with the
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information that comes out, the output (Marr, 1982; Marr & Poggio, 1976). However,

by only representing the system at the computational-level, the results might be overly

optimistic and not comparable to human performance as the model is not limited in

similar ways as a cognitive system that solves the given task (Bramley et al., 2017). By

representing how the cognitive system might actually solve the task we move to the

algorithmic-level, where the consideration is on how the input of the cognitive system is

transformed to an output by specific sets of information-processing instructions (Marr,

1982). As Bramley et al. (2017) state in their paper, their theory focuses on how to

extend computational-level models of causal learning to the algorithmic-level. The main

idea is that Bramley et al. (2017) restrict their models to only use algorithms that are

considered cognitively plausible, given the established research in cognitive science.

Marr (1982) also proposes a third, so-called implementational-level, where the aim is to

explain how system’s structure is able to create the higher-level algorithmic functions.

As Bramley et al. (2017) do not extend their theories to the implementational-level, it is

not addressed in-depth in this thesis either. The importance of the

implementational-level considerations have been highlighted by, for example, Jones and

Love (2011) and should be explored in the future.

Bramley et al. (2017) state that even at the computational-level we can identify

three elements that a system that solves causal structure learning must account for:

Representation, inference, and intervention choice. Since the algorithmic-level models

are subject to the computational-level computations, they do divide into the same

elements (Cheng, 1997), allowing us to review the components of causal learning

modelling framework of Bramley et al. (2017) from these separate components. In this

thesis, the three elements are placed into two main components of “representation” and

“causal learning”, where the former forms the base for the latter. Following this, the
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online causal learning process can be considered to consist of the following components:

1. Representation: How the system represents causal structures and causal

operations such as interventions.

2. Causal learning: How the system learns and updates causal structures through a

two-part process:

(a) Intervening: How the system chooses where to intervene.

(b) Inference: How the system infers the current state of the casual structure.

It should be noted that these components are strongly interrelated, and for

instance without representation neither intervening nor inference would be possible. The

representational assumptions of Bramley et al. (2017) were discussed above, and the two

causal learning aspects are considered below.

Modelling causal learning

Though, initially causal DAGs were developed as a normative theory of how AI

systems and human experts could infer causal relationships from covariate data (Pearl,

2000), it has been shown that they can also represent how people infer causal

relationships (Gopnik et al., 2004; Mayrhofer & Waldmann, 2016). Following this,

Bramley et al. (2017) propose several models for causal learning that are based on the

mentioned noisy-OR parametrization with causal DAGs. These models range from ones

that use optimal inference to ones that are based on a simple heuristic. All these models

attempt to capture how humans make causal inference by considering specific part of

the learning process. As mentioned in the previous subsection, people’s causal learning

can be considered a two-part process, and each of these parts can then be modelled
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separately. The first part considers where an intervention should be made and the

second looks at how the observed information is used to update the causal beliefs. The

first part is modelled by intervention choice models and the second part by causal

structure learning or belief updating models. A general look at the theoretical

assumptions behind these models and their general idea is given here. The actual

implementational assumptions are discussed in the replication segment.

Structure learning models. Causal structure learning models attempt to

simulate how people infer the current causal model and in total, Bramley et al. (2017)

propose four different models for it. These are the Bayes-optimal, Neurath’s ship,

win-stay, lose-sample, and simple endorsement structure learning models. The win-stay,

lose-sample and simple endorsement models are based on earlier literature, whereas the

Neurath’s ship model is proposed in Bramley et al. (2017). Bramley et al. use various

alternative terms for structure learning, for example, terms belief updating, and causal

judgement learning are both also used to refer to the same phenomena where the goal is

to determine the causal structure in a given task. The term structure learning is used

instead of the other terms, as it is the most descriptive over various domains. Some of

the theoretical background is covered here and the modelling assumptions are covered in

the replication segment.

The Bayes-optimal structure learning model makes full usage of the Bayes’ formula

to infer the most likely structure of a given graph. In practise, Bayes-optimality means

that the model is able to find the most probable causal graph while taking the

stochasticity of the data into account. Essentially it minimizes the chance that the

chosen graph is incorrect. Bramley et al. (2017) refer to the models that use

Bayes-optimal inference for structure learning at multiple points using slightly varying

terminology. From the performance and the way they are described, posterior learner,
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passive norm, active norm, idealized responding, and Bayes-optimal learning all seem to

reference a model that maintains a full, global posterior and draws the current causal

structure belief from it. The fact that people are unable to achieve such performance of

Bayes-optimal agent has been demonstrated extensively in the literature (Cooper, 1990;

Sanborn & Chater, 2016). Therefore, Bramley et al. (2017) consider Bayes-optimal

structure learning a computational-level model, as it does not approximate the

algorithmic-level functionalities of people. The rest of the structure learning models of

Bramley et al. aim offer more cognitively plausible explanations on how peoples’

behaviour could be modelled.

Win-stay, lose-sample (WSLS) heuristic structure learning model is based on the

idea that people’s structure learning behaviour can be modelled by assuming people

stick with their previous belief depending given its probability and sample from the full

posterior otherwise (Bramley et al., 2017). The model was originally proposed in

Bonawitz, Denison, Gopnik, and Griffiths (2014) and has been shown to be able to

approximate peoples’ behaviour quite well (Bramley et al., 2017). The biggest problem,

as highlighted in Bramley et al. (2017), is that WSLS requires computing the full

posterior at every step, which is something that a cognitively plausible learner would

not be able to do.

The simple endorsement (SE) heuristic structure learning model, also referred as

simple endorser by Bramley et al. (2017), embodies the proposed behavioural model of

Waldmann, Cheng, Hagmayer, and Blaisdell (2008) and the findings of Fernbach and

Sloman (2009). which imply that the people might use highly local computations in

causal inference, only looking at the direct relationships between nodes and ignoring

more general dependencies. This type of behaviour can be approximated by presuming

that people add edges from nodes that were intervened “on” into any activated nodes,
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and that they remove such edges if a connected child node was not activated. This

heuristic was originally proposed in Bramley, Lagnado, and Speekenbrink (2015). The

model can approximate the behaviour of real participants quite well and is able to

explain why people have trouble finding the correct DAG if it has a chain-like structure

(Bramley, Lagnado, & Speekenbrink, 2015). However, the model seems to oversimplify

the actual causal decision-making process and performs poorly on larger DAGs

(Bramley, Lagnado, & Speekenbrink, 2015).

The Neurath’s ship (NS) structure learning model is the central modelling

proposal of Bramley et al. (2017). The NS model is based on the assumption that at

algorithmic-level people perform behaviour similar to Gibbs’ sampling (Bramley et al.,

2017; Goudie & Mukherjee, 2011), where they maintain a single model and reorient

edges conditional on the others. Proof for local focused sampling comes from the fact

that people have the tendency to be sub-optimal alone, but approach Bayes-optimal

performance at population level (Bramley et al., 2017). It has been proposed that this

could be explained if the brain uses some sort of sampling (Sanborn & Chater, 2016).

Locally focused sampling would also explain why increase in the network size only has a

slight effect on the response time when causal connections are inferred (Bramley, Dayan,

& Lagnado, 2015). A model that uses the complete network should see a larger increase

in the response time. Furthermore, this type of sampling would explain autocorrelation,

where new samples depend on the previous ones, which has been observed in people’s

decision-making processes (Lieder, Griffiths, & Goodman, 2012).

Overall, the structure learning models in Bramley et al. (2017) were able to

approximate the participants’ behaviour quite well. Both the forward models and the

models fit to the participants’ behaviour found good fits and overall, the authors note

that the Neurath’s ship model performed the best, though both the win-stay,
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lose-sample and simple endorser also achieved good results and even beat the Neurath’s

ship at times.

Intervention selection models. The intervention selection models try to

simulate the way people select their interventions, so where people choose to intervene

and what type of intervention they use. Initially, Bramley et al. (2017) propose four

different models for intervention selection, one of which combines three other models.

These are the globally efficient, edge focused, effect focused, and confirmation focused

intervention selection models. Bramley et al. (2017) propose that people tend to follow

one intervention selection strategy for the duration of their tests, and that this would be

captured by one of these models. When the authors consider inverse models, they also

propose a fifth model, referred as mixed focus, which combines the edge, effect, and

confirmation focuses. As there are no forward modelling results for this model, it is not

replicated in this thesis. Some of the theoretical background for the intervention choice

models is covered here and the modelling assumptions to replicated models are covered

in the replication segment.

Bramley et al. (2017) define globally efficient intervention selection model as one

that tries to find an intervention that reduces the most uncertainty about the true

model, where the uncertainty is measured with Shannon entropy (Shannon, 1951).

Bramley et al. (2017) note that this type of model is almost always infeasible for any

plausibly bounded learner and that it able to get much better performance on average

than a human. Therefore, they propose three more cognitively plausible models that

limit the search space and focus on specific aspects, that can be considered local.

The idea for edge focused intervention selection stems strongly from Bramley et

al.’s (2017) main proposal that people focus on some small segment of the complete task,

such as a single edge. They propose that this can be captured by a model which tries to
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find interventions which can most likely distinguish between different possible states of a

chosen edge. This strategy seems to be novel proposal by Bramley et al. (2017) and how

well it reflects people’s true behaviour is not yet well explored in other literature.

The effect focused intervention selection model is based on the assumption that in

deterministic domain people can effectively divide the hypothesis space by asking

questions about what each variable does (Bramley et al., 2017). This is based on the

idea of effective inference with “split-half heuristic” which has been proposed as one way

for people to achieve efficient search results (Nelson, Divjak, Gudmundsdottir,

Martignon, & Meder, 2014). Inspired by this, Bramley et al. (2017) propose a model

that simulates this behaviour by trying to find out the best intervention by reducing

uncertainty about the true descendant nodes of a chosen node x.

The confirmation focused intervention selection model is based on the idea that

people try to confirm or refute their current hypothesis against an alternative causal

belief. This idea is originally proposed in Coenen, Rehder, and Gureckis (2015), but due

to the differences in the task structures what constitutes as confirmatory differs slightly

in Bramley et al. (2017). Coenen et al. assumed that confirmation was sought out by

turning on components with most descendants on average. Bramley et al. assume that

confirmation seeking intervention is always done to maximize information that separates

the current model from a null model with no causal connections. This assumption was

partly done to make the model more suitable for task in question. However, this might

have been a too strong of a simplification, as the confirmation based model was poorly

identified and rarely used by the test subjects in (Bramley et al., 2017).

The mixed focused intervention selection model combines the edge, effect, and

confirmation focused models. The motivation for mixed model came from the fact that

the other choice models were not able to explain the complex user behaviour individually
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and Bramley et al. (2017) proposed that it is possible that people combine the other

strategies instead. In other literature, it has been shown that learners can be adaptive

and can use a mixture of strategies (Coenen et al., 2015). In the end, the mixed model

was able to capture more complex behaviour, but still failed to capture the participants’

behaviour reliably (Bramley et al., 2017). One likely explanation for this, as proposed

by Bramley et al. (2017), is that some of the participants’ behaviour could not be

captured by any of the proposed models and that new models are needed in the future.

None of the intervention selection models of Bramley et al. (2017) were perfectly

reliable when it came to capturing the complexity of human behaviour in the given

tasks. The mixed model fit the user behaviour the best, but the qualitative answers

from the participants indicated that even it could not account for all the variance in the

user behaviour and reasoning. Bramley et al. (2017) do propose that there is a need for

further research when it comes to the intervention selection models.

Interactive AI

What makes the work of Bramley et al. (2017) especially interesting is the

potential that it offers for the domain of interactive AI (IAI). In this thesis, an IAI

system is defined as an as an AI system that a human user can collaborate with and

which aims to assist the user in achieving their goals in the given task environment.

Desirable properties of an IAI system include the ability to understand and be

understood by the users and the capability to support them in the given task. This

thesis explores what the cognitive models for online causal learning from Bramley et al.

(2017) can offer for the IAI and similar approaches.

It should be noted that the term interactive AI is not common in the literature

and here it is used to differentiate the approach from traditional human-in-the-loop
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systems, where the user is typically there to provide assistance to an AI (G. Li, 2017;

W. Li, Sadigh, Sastry, & Seshia, 2014). Instead in an IAI system, the human is in

control of the inferencing and the AI offers insights and helps in the decision-making

process by observing and modelling the user. This is similar to recently proposed

human-AI cooperation approach (Dafoe et al., 2021), but places further focus on the

user instead of balanced cooperation. In Nunes, Zhang, and Silva (2015), a so-called

“human-in-the-loop intelligence” is proposed that is quite similar the IAI approach put

forward here, as it uses inferred knowledge about the person’s state in the control loop,

but again, the AI is the one in control of the system. The benefits having the human

user as the centrepiece instead of an AI has been highlighted recently (Shneiderman,

2020) and it is likely that such an approach will gain even further attraction in the

future.

An IAI system naturally benefits from cognitive models that accurately capture

users’ behaviour as they provide a mechanism for the system to provide useful support

to the user. In theory, these simulations can then be used for various tasks, such as

pre-emptive correction of errors and user guidance. Such a system does require an AI

component, that can, at least in theory, make use of such models. For this purpose, the

implications segment also offers a brief evaluation of how an approach, which is based on

the IC algorithm (Pearl & Verma, 1995), could work as a basis for such a system.

Replication

What the causal models for online learning from Bramley et al. (2017) imply for

interactive AI is reliant on both that the explored cognitive models work as described in

earlier literature, but also that these models can be used in an interactive AI system.

Although other literature has found support for some of the models and their concepts,
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the models themselves have not been directly replicated. Furthermore, the models of

Bramley et al. (2017) seem to suit nicely into the IAI framework but do not have a

publicly available codebase. Together, these aspects make the work of Bramley et al.

(2017) an excellent candidate for replication work, which is what this segment focuses

on.

This thesis is a work in progress when it comes to the full replication of Bramley

et al. (2017) and focuses on the forward models of Bramley et al. (2017), in the

conditions where the noise was known. As the original framework of Bramley et al.

(2017) is remarkably extensive and this thesis also makes an effort to explore the

implications of this work in an another domain, the replication of the other models is

framed out of its scope and is left for a planned future paper.

The replication was done by reproducing graphs and tables presented in the

original paper of Bramley et al. (2017) by using the original equations and model

descriptions. The models, graphs, and tables were replicated using R (R Core Team,

2020), that was also used in the original paper. The original author of Bramley et al.

(2017) was consulted to provide clarification about the user data and some of the

choices which could not be inferred from the original paper.

The original paper of Bramley et al. (2017) gathered evidence and support for the

proposed models throughout three experiments. In all of the experiments, the task was

to find out the true structure of a causal graph. The participants could intervene on the

nodes to find out the true connections, although the activation was reliant on the

connection strength of edges ws, and random background activation wb. In the

experiment one, also referred as the 2015 experiment, as it was initially presented in

Bramley, Lagnado, and Speekenbrink (2015), the participants had to infer causal

structures in three alternative conditions. These conditions differed in the information
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that the participants had about the actual task and their previous choices. The node

amount was three and the background noise wb and connection strength ws were

constant throughout the experiment. The intervention selection model replication

results presented here, focus on this task as it offered the largest amount of interventions

per user, making it easier to distinguish the replicated results from the original ones. In

the second experiment, here referred as the experiment two, the participants had various

conditions for wb and ws, a few graphs with four nodes and fewer interventions to make.

This experiment was used to replicate the structure learning models, as the larger

models allow a better distinction between the performance of alternative models. The

third experiment is not covered in detail in this thesis. The main purpose of this

experiment was to explore how unknown noise would affect the model performance.

Though this is also important, it was left to be replicated in future work to limit the

scope of this thesis.

To ensure that the graph scoring function in this thesis matched that of Bramley

et al., the participants’ original causal graphs and the implemented scoring function

were used to generate their final scores instead. The original user scores calculations

from Bramley et al., were then used to validate these scores. There were no noticeable

discrepancies in the newly generated user scores, although in the data of experiment one

of Bramley et al., the participants were allowed to make loops and the way these were

handled is unclear. In the replication, an approach where one of the edges in a cyclic

graph was removed seemed to approximate the outcome of Bramley et al. (2017) and

was therefore used. Furthermore, the amount of such graphs was quite low, meaning

that they are quite unlikely to drastically affect the results, as only about 5% of the user

graphs contained a cycle.

The replicated figures provided below and in the Appendix reference the original
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figure numbers of Bramley et al. (2017) in their titles, for easier comparisons. The

original figures are also provided and referenced directly, if their replication results are

presented in the main text of this thesis.

Replication of the structure learning models

The aim of the structure learning models is to learn the true causal relationships

of the causal task. In the case of Bramley et al. (2017), this task consisted of a graph

with three or four nodes, which the model then had to infer using causal interventions

These interventions were either made by an user or by the globally efficient intervention

selection model, which is covered below. Here, the modelling results are mainly

compared against those of Bramley et al.’s second experiment, as they had the largest

possible scores, allowing for a better distinction between the original and the replicated

models. The rest of the replicated figures are provided in the Appendix. The original

model scores for Bramley et al.’s experiment two can be seen in Figure 3 and the model

edit distances can be seen in Figure 5. The replication results for each model are given

below together with the the modelling and implementational choices made. The

theoretical background for each model was covered briefly in the literature review

section.

Bayes-optimal structure learning.

Model. Bramley et al. (2017) ... The difference between active and passive

learners is that the passive will compute the posterior from user generated data, and the

active will generate the posterior using greedily optimal interventions and their

outcomes.

Equation 1 shows how Bramley et al. (2017) compute the posterior probability for
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a single graph m in a graph set M , given all previous outcomes D and interventions C,

and using specific weights for connection strength ws and background activation wb in

w.

P (m|D, w; C) = P (D|m, w; C)P (m)∑
m′∈M P (D|m′, w; C)P (m′) (1)

By computing this for every graph in the currently considered set of causal graphs

M , we get the full Bayes-optimal posterior for M which represents how probable it is

that a model is the true model. Now the question becomes, how to choose which graph

to pick the new causal belief? When explaining how the current belief is chosen Bramley

et al. (2017, p.21) state that the optimal model “draws a new sample from the posterior

for each judgment”. It is unclear if this means that a sample should be from the graphs

that currently have the maximum probability in the set or if we should draw a sample

from all of the graphs, weighted by their corresponding posterior probabilities. In the

end, to ensure that the graphs are correctly chosen from the posterior set M , two main

versions of the Bayes-optimal model were implemented, which only differ in the

sampling behaviour. These models use either the interventions and outcomes from the

globally efficient intervention selection model, to get what is referred as the active

version, or from the participants, to get what is referred as the passive version.

Implementation. The probability weighted Bayes-optimal model was

implemented in the following way:

1. After every intervention, compute posterior for every graph in the given graph set

M using Equation 1.

2. Sample the current belief from all the graphs in a graph set M , weighted by their

corresponding probabilities.
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The second version, or the choose-max Bayes-optimal model, was implemented in the

following manner:

1. After every intervention, compute posterior for every graph in the given graph set

M using Equation 1.

2. Take the most probable graph from the graph set M , if there are multiple graphs

that have the maximum probability, sample uniformly from them.

Results. Out of the two models, when using the participants’ interventions, the

probability weighted Bayes-optimal performed closer to the Bayes-optimal model in

Bramley et al. (2017), and was therefore used in Figure 4. However, both passive models

and the active model failed to achieve the performance of the passive Bayes-optimal

model of Bramley et al. (2017). The performance of the choose-max version of the

passive model was surprisingly low, having even lower average score than that of the

participants. The probability weighted Bayes-optimal was closer, but still performed

worse and even on the same level as some of the other models, scoring about three

points lower than the corresponding model output of Bramley et al. (2017) as can be

seen when Figure 4 is compared against Figure 3. However, the probability weighted

Bayes-optimal models still performed better than the participants, which matches with

the findings of Bramley et al. (2017).

To ensure that the above defined model posteriors were computed correctly, they

were compared against posteriors of Bramley et al.’s 2015 experiment and they

matched. Therefore, the most likely culprit for slightly differing results might be due to

the stochasticity of the sampling process. To test, whether the divergence from the

results of Bramley et al. (2017) was due to this randomness, a third model, which was a

version of the choose-max Bayes-optimal model was implemented. This model always
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found the true model when it was in the maximally probable models and was compared

against the data seen in Figure 3. This model was able to outperform the optimal model

of Bramley et al. (2017), but only slightly. Therefore, randomness is one possibility for

the divergence.

Figure 3 . The original figure 7a of Bramley et al. (2017). The figure contains the perfor-

mance of the structure learning models and the participants in Bramley et al.’s experiment

two. Reprinted from Bramley et al. (2017, p.31). The active Bayes-optimal model used

globally efficient interventions; the rest of the models used same interventions as the

participants. Reprinted from Bramley et al. (2017, p.31).
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Figure 4 . The replicated results of Bramley et al.’s (2017) figure 7a. The performance of

the NS and optimal models seems to be slightly lower than those of Bramley et al. (2017).
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The edit distances of the probability weighted Bayes-optimal model can be seen in

Figure 6 and in in Figure 7. When these are compared against original results seen in

Figure 5, it can be seen that the edit distances are very close to the original. In Figure 6

the amount of two step edits made by the model seems to be slightly higher, but this

difference seems to be very small. The active model was not considered for the edit

distances by Bramley et al. (2017) and therefore not seen in the replicated figures either.

Figure 5 . The original figure 7b of Bramley et al. (2017) with four nodes. The figure con-

tains the edit distances of the structure learning models and the participants in Bramley

et al.’s experiment two. Reprinted from Bramley et al. (2017, p.31).
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Figure 6 . The replicated results of Bramley et al.’s (2017) figure 7b with three nodes.

The figure contains the replicated edit distances of the structure learning models. The

figure is close to that of Bramley et al. but for unknown reason it seems that all of the

values for edits of length two are fluctuated. This fluctuation was very minor and mostly

ignored in the analysis.
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Replication results for figure 7b: four nodes

Figure 7 . The replicated results of Bramley et al.’s (2017) figure 7b with four nodes. The

figure contains the replicated edit distances of the structure learning models. The figure

is nearly identical to that of Bramley et al. (2017), with the exception of the NS model,

which uses fewer edits of zero length and more edits with length of one.

Overall the results of the Bayes-optimal model seem to only differentiate in the

cases where the model performance is measured and it remains to be seen what the
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cause for the difference is. However, the edit distances and the behavioural findings still

correspond to those of Bramley et al. (2017) and although the results of the active and

the passive Bayes-optimal models could not be fully replicated, the performance of the

replicated models and the original models is still quite close. The other replicated

figures, which can be found in the Appendix, also supported these conclusions.

Win-Stay, Lose-Sample.

Model. Bramley et al. (2017) define the win-stay, lose-sample causal structure

learning heuristic model twice in their paper, with slightly varying descriptions. First

the authors state that the model sticks with the previous choice of causal belief bt − 1

with probability 1− P (Dt|bt−1w; Ct) or samples from the full posterior otherwise. Later

on the authors state that the model sticks to previous belief with probability given by

P (dt|bt−1, w, ct). The former definition seems to be a typographical error, as in such a

model a better fit to the data would cause the model to resample. This would lead to

opposite behaviour than that which is described in the original paper and sampling

would actually happen in the “win” stage. This interpretation is also supported by the

original definition of the WSLS in Bonawitz et al. (2014) and therefore the model uses

the latter definition.

It should be noted that when the WSLS model samples from the full posterior, the

set also includes the previous belief bt−1 and does not force a switch. Furthermore,

WSLS gives no guarantees that the sampled model is better, as the new graph is

sampled from the full posterior.

Implementation. After every intervention the WSLS model does the following:

1. Pick a random value z between 0 and 1.

2. Compute the likelihood of the current graph given by P (dt|bt−1w; ct).
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3. If z is larger than the current likelihood, sample from the full posterior given by

Equation 1.

Results. The performance results of the replicated WSLS model can be seen in

Figure 4. When the performance of the replicated WSLS model is compared against the

performance of the original WSLS model in Figure 3, it can be seen that the model

achieves identical or near identical performance.

Similar outcome can be observed when comparing against the replicated edit

distances in Figure 6 and Figure 7 to the original ones in Figure 5. Furthermore,

Bramley et al. note that the edit distance of the WSLS model should have a peak at

zero changes and the average edit distance should be close to that of averaged

participants. These are indeed confirmed by the replicated model. The other replicated

figures, which can be found in the Appendix, also reproduced the results of Bramley et

al. (2017) for the WSLS model.

Simple Endorsement.

Model. The original definition of the simple endorsement model given in

Bramley, Lagnado, and Speekenbrink (2015) differs slightly from the one given in

Bramley et al. (2017), but as this thesis attempts to replicate the latter, its definition is

followed here whenever there is a conflict. In their paper Bramley et al. (2017, p.21)

state that “The simple endorser always adds edges from any intervened-upon variables

to any activated variables and removes them from any intervened-upon variables to any

non-activated variables, overwriting any edges going in the opposing direction”. The way

this can be interpreted is that the SE model overwrites edges going into opposite

direction or removes them if they aren’t activated, even if the non-activated node is the

parent of the intervened node. This interpretation seems to violate the intuition that
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edges coming from assumed parent nodes should not be removed, considering that in a

DAG they could not have been activated by a child node to start with. Furthermore, in

their initial introduction for the SE model Bramley et al. (2017, p.10) state that SE

model “would tend to add direct edges to a model between intervened-on variables and

any variables that activated as a result, removing edges going to any variables that

didn’t activate.” This behavioural description would make sense assuming that the edges

coming from parents of the intervened nodes are ignored in the removal process.

Another aspect that is left open, by the SE definition in Bramley et al. (2017), is

how other intervened nodes should be treated by the SE. Given the way the model is

designed, it would make most sense that these are ignored when it comes to updating,

but it is also possible that these edges should be removed as well.

Implementation. A SE model was implemented to use the following protocol,

when it tries to infer the true graph after observing an outcome of a single test, which

consists of varying amount of interventions:

1. Pick a node ni+ in G which was intervened to on and has not been picked yet.

2. Go through other nodes n\i and and check if they are on or not.

3. If they are on, add an edge from the picked node to that node. If they are off,

remove the edge if there is one.

4. Check if there are any non-picked intervened-on nodes left. Repeat steps 1 to 4

until all intervened-on nodes are covered, then take the final state as new belief bt

Given the mentioned slight ambiguities in the definition of the SE model, two

alternatives were considered: a dumb SE and a smart SE. These mainly differ in the way

they relate to item 3. The dumb SE was built following literal interpretation of the SE
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model in Bramley et al. (2017). The model assumes that edges coming from believed

parent nodes and connections to nodes that were intervened to off will be removed as

well, hence making the model dumber. On the other hand, the smart SE does opposite

in both of these cases, not touching the edges coming from assumed parent nodes, and

keeping edges going to nodes which were intervened to off.

Results. The smart SE matched the performance of the SE model in Bramley et

al. (2017), which can be seen by comparing Figure 3 and Figure 4. However, quite

interestingly, the dumb version was able to achieve performance that was even closer to

participants’ performance than Bramley et al.’s Neurath’s ship model in the same data.

One explanation for this could be that the dumbed down version lowers the overall

performance of the model, but would give poor fit for most individuals. As the main

focus in this thesis is on the replication, the smart SE model was used as it was able to

reproduce the results of Bramley et al. (2017). The dumb SE could be explored more in

the future to see why it was so close to user performance in some cases.

The smart SE model also matched the edit distances of the original SE model in

Bramley et al. (2017). This can be seen by comparing the results of the SE in Figure 6

and Figure 7 to the original ones in Figure 5. The other replicated figures, which can be

found in the Appendix, also reproduced the results of Bramley et al. (2017) for the SE

model.

Neurath’s ship: An algorithmic-level model of sequential belief change.

Model. In their paper Bramley et al. (2017) provide two definitions for the

Neurath’s ship structure learning algorithm. The first definition is provided in the main

text and the second in the appendix and these two definitions have a few minor and one

major difference. In the main text, the algorithm is described as three-part and in the

appendix as five-part. However, Bramley et al. do reference the fourth part of the model
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at another part of the main text, and as the five-part model seems to be more clearly

defined, the five-part definition is also used in this thesis.

The biggest difference between these two definitions relates to when to forget the

evidence. In the main text, it is stated that the algorithm searches local improvements

for k steps and takes the latest model as their belief and if there is a change, it resets

the evidence Ct
r and Dt

r. On the other hand, in the appendix of Bramley et al. (2017), it

is stated that after every edge change in the model, if there is a change, reset the

evidence and begin collecting it again. As the latter seems redundant and leads to a

situation where only individual edits are possible before evidence collecting is reset, with

k signifying test amounts, the former interpretation was used for this thesis.

The edge states were evaluated with Equation 2. This equation has been revised

to remove the redundancy of the original function in Bramley et al. (2017).

P (Eij = e|E\ij, Dt
r, w; Ct

r) = P (e |E\ij, Dt
r, w; Ct

r)∑
e′∈Eij

P (Eij = e′|E\xy, Dt
r, w; Ct

r)
(2)

Implementation. Giving these assumptions, the Neurath’s ship algorithm was

replicated after the following redefined version of Bramley et al.’s (2017) definition:

1. The learner begins sampling with edges E
(0)
ij for all i and j set as they were in

their previous judgement bt−1.

2. They then randomly select an edge Eij in i < j ≤ Nto update, where N is the

number of edges |i, j|.

3. They resample E
(1)
ij using Equation 2.

4. The learner repeats steps 1 to 3 k times, with the final choices E(k) constituting

the new belief bt
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5. If bt differs from bt−1, the previous interventions Ct
r and outcomes Dt

r are forgotten.

Otherwise, add the current intervention and outcome to corresponding sets.

Results. The performance of the replicated NS model can be seen in Figure 4.

When compared against results of Bramley et al. (2017) for the same model, seen in

Figure 3, the replicated model seems to score lower than the original model. For

instance, the replicated model seems to have score which is around 20 in almost all of

the test scenarios, but the original model clearly has scores higher than this. This leads

to a bigger discrepancy between user performance and NS, which means that it some

test scenarios the performance of the NS model was not as close to the participants as it

was in the original results of Bramley et al. (2017).

As for the edit distances, the replicated results also differ from the original ones.

The replicated results for the edit distances for the NS model can be seen in Figure 6

and Figure 7 and the original results can be seen in Figure 5. It does seem that the

replicated NS has fewer edits of one and more edits of two than the original NS model of

Bramley et al. (2017).

As both the edit distance and the performance of the replicated NS model differ

from the original NS results of Bramley et al. (2017), it does seem that something in the

implemented solution is lacking. As there were interpretational challenges when it came

to implementing the NS model, it is possible that some of these have led to choices that

make the model perform worse than it should. Although the model still performs better

than random, it fails to replicate the behavioural results of Bramley et al. (2017). As

this thesis is work in progress, future work will hopefully be able to identify why the

replication of the NS model was not successful.
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Replication of the intervention selection models

The theoretical background for the intervention selection models in Bramley et al.

(2017) is slightly less developed than those of the structure learning models. Though the

actual models were given neatly in equation form, there were still some interpretational

challenges relating to the selection of a specific focus lt. Bramley et al. (2017) propose

that when people are choosing interventions to make, they consider between different

foci lt contained in an option set L, where L consists of all the alternative foci that a

person will consider. Focus lt might be, for example, about finding the true state of a

chosen edge. L would then contain all the edges that a person is considering and is a

subset of all the possible foci L that a person can potentially have. Bramley et al.

(2017) propose that people choose their interventions to find answers about some local

aspects of the causal task and this local aspect therefore determines the option set L.

They identify three types of L that causal learners might have: edge focus, effect focus,

and confirmation focus. Bramley et al. then propose that learners try to find the best

intervention ct in a two-part process with the following stages:

1. Select the specific lt in the set L to focus on.

2. Find an intervention ct that is the most informative about the true state of the

chosen lt.

Bramley et al. (2017) propose that Stage 1, or selecting the lt, is done by using the

Equation 3 to find the most uncertain lt, where Ct
r is the set of all previous interventions

and Dt
r is the set of all previous outcomes.

lt = arg max
l∈L

H(l|bt−1, Dt
r, w; Ct

r) (3)
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The mentioned interpretational issue relating to this proposal is that it seems that

Bramley et al. (2017) do not explicitly provide a way to quantify lt in Stage 1. The only

reference on how to compute and choose between alternative lt in practice is provided on

Bramley et al. (2017, p.20) in figure number 3, where the above equation is referenced.

However, the explicit computation is still missing. The authors do state that “As

mentioned above, we assume that the learner has some way of estimating their current

local confidence. We will assume confidence here is approximately the inverse of

uncertainty, so assume for simplicity that learners can calculate uncertainty from the

evidence they have gathered since last changing their model in the form of the entropy

H(l|Dt
r, w; Ct

r for all l ∈ L” Bramley et al. (2017, p.16). This might mean that when

suitable, the posterior, or the rightmost part, of Equation 8 and Equation 10, which are

covered below, were used to compute the uncertainty over all lt, to find the one that is

most uncertain. Another option is that the uncertainty was not truly evaluated, and

that Bramley et al. (2017) used random choice as Bramley et al. would rather leave the

task open for further research, given that it is an interesting problem and not something

that can be easily covered in already extensive paper. These options were explored, and

it does seem that random choice is able to replicate the results of Bramley et al. (2017)

and was therefore used in the case of effect and edge focused models.

Another interpretational challenge relates to the first one and is about what

constitutes a lt in Bramley et al. (2017). Edge focus is used as an example to highlight

this challenge of interpreting the original definition: The way lt focus is defined in

Bramley et al. (2017) it can mean either a particular edge, or the edge focused learning

as a whole, as both of these are referred as “focus” or a “local focus”. So are we choosing

between the edges or whether we focus on edges or effects. These different

interpretations change the meaning of Equation 3 and the two stages and is therefore
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touched upon here. Given the rest of the Bramley et al. (2017) and how different

learners and L are defined, the definition which assumes that lt refers to focus item, so

for instance a single edge, is used in this thesis.

When it comes to Stage 2, or choosing the most informative test ct, Bramley et al.

(2017) propose many alternative models on how people might find the best solution

relating to their specific foci. These forward models, which attempt to predict how

people choose their interventions relating to their focus, are referred as the intervention

selection models. They all use Shannon entropy (Shannon, 1951) as the measurement of

uncertainty and Equation 4 shows how to quantify the uncertainty over considered

causal models M .

H(M) = −
∑

m∈M

P (m) log2 P (m) (4)

The uncertainty reduction going from prior P (M) to posterior P (M |d, w; c) after

an intervention is measured by ∆H(M |d, w; c). The way this is computed is where each

individual intervention selection model differs, as Bramley et al. (2017) theorize that the

way people consider different interventions affects what they consider as the prior and

how they compute the posterior. For all of the models, the weighted expected

uncertainty reduction for one intervention can then be found with Equation 5. As the

∆H(.) differs for each individual intervention selection model, they are covered below in

separate segments. The idea in all of these differing choice models is that the best

intervention is the one that reduces the most uncertainty over the considered

alternatives. This allows the best distinction between the considered items, such as

different graphs or edge states, given the possible outcomes. On average this should

therefore give us the best chance of finding the one option that is most likely correct.
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E
d∈Dc

[∆H(.)] =
∑

d∈Dc

(
∆H(.)

∑
m∈M

P (d|m, w; c)P (m)
)

(5)

The replication results are compared against the original results of Bramley et al.

(2017). The data used here is from Bramley et al.’s experiment one, as that contained

the most interventions, which should better reflect the performance of the models. The

rest of the reproduced figures that relate to the intervention selection models can be

found in the Appendix. The original uncertainty computation results of Bramley et al.

can be seen in Figure 8, results for intervention qualities in Figure 10 and results for

intervention types in Figure 12. The original version of Figure 8 also contained a lower

part with computations for non-uniform prior in a graph with two connections. For this

thesis, the main comparisons are only made against the uniform prior graph with no

connections and the replicated results for the second part of the original graph in

Bramley et al. (2017, p.20) are provided in the Appendix.

Globally efficient.

Model. Bramley et al. (2017) define the globally efficient intervention selection

model as a model that tries to find an intervention that minimizes uncertainty about the

true graph. As the model considers this over all the graphs it is also referred as a global

uncertainty model and the model set M contains all possible DAGs for the specified

amount of nodes. Furthermore, Bramley et al. (2017) refer to this as greedy, as it only

considers the next step, as truly optimal model would reduce uncertainty over all the

following steps as well. They do mention that in Bramley, Lagnado, and Speekenbrink

(2015), considering multiple steps made only a small difference. Following these

assumptions, the uncertainty reduction ∆H(.) in the globally efficient case per

intervention c and outcome d is given by Equation 6.
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∆H(M |d, w; c) =
[
−
∑

m∈M

P (m) log2 P (m)
]
−
[
−
∑

m∈M

P (m|d, w; c) log2 P (m|d, w; c)
]

(6)

Following this definition, Bramley et al. (2017) state that the best intervention can

then be considered the one that maximizes the the uncertainty reduction over all

possible outcomes, by taking the average as in Equation 5. In the case of the globally

efficient model, this is computed over all previous interventions Ct−1 and outcomes

Dt−1. This information is contained in the priors P (m) so that for each model

P (m) = P (m|Dt−1, w; Ct−1). Following this, the complete form for computing the most

valuable intervention according to the globally efficient intervention selection model is

given by Bramley et al. (2017) in the form of Equation 7.

arg max
c∈C

E
d∈Dc

[∆H(M |d, Dt−1, w; Ct−1, c)] (7)

Implementation. The implementation was done by computing ∆H for each

intervention c and outcome d using Equation 6 in Equation 5 to find the one that

reduced the most uncertainty on average. Following Equation 7 the one with maximum

reduction was then chosen.

Results. The uncertainty computations of the globally efficient intervention

selection model can be seen in Figure 9. When compared against the original results

from Bramley et al. (2017) seen in Figure 8, it can be seen that the replicated model is

able to reproduce the uncertainty estimations in a graph with no connections and with

an uniform prior. The uncertainty computations in a case of non-uniform prior could

not be implemented as they were based on some arbitrary data which was not provided

in the original results in Bramley et al. (2017, p.20).
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Figure 8 . The original figure 3i of Bramley et al. (2017). The figure contains uncertainty

measurements for different intervention choice models assuming uniform prior. Note that

the legend of the original image is incorrect and that in reality effect focus should be

marked with red circles and the edge focus with purple triangles. Reprinted from Bramley

et al. (2017, p.20).
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Replication results for figure 3 uniform prior

Figure 9 . The replicated results of Bramley et al.’s (2017) figure 3i for uncertainty com-

putations of each intervention selection model. When interpreting the intervention state,

“-1” signifies a free node, “1” that a node is intervened to on, and “0” that a node is

intervened to off. The results correspond to the original ones.

The quality of the interventions that the globally efficient model had made can be

seen in Figure 11. When compared against the original results from Bramley et al.

(2017) seen in Figure 10, it can be seen that the performance is very similar.
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Figure 10 . The original figure 5c of Bramley et al. (2017). The figure contains informa-

tion about the quality of interventions made by the intervention selection models. The

performance was computed by giving the model proposed intervention outcomes to the

Bayes-optimal structure learning model after every test and by taking the maximum pos-

terior. In principle, this reflects the chance that the optimal model has of finding the true

model given the intervention. Reprinted from Bramley et al. (2017, p.25).
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Replication results for figure 5c

Figure 11 . The replicated results of Bramley et al.’s (2017) figure 5c. The figure contains

the quality of the interventions made by the replicated intervention selection models at

different steps. The results seem to correspond to those of Bramley et al. (2017).
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The types of interventions that the replicated globally efficient intervention

selection model made can be seen in Figure 13. The results approximate those of

Bramley et al. (2017) quite well, except for the fact that Bramley et al.’s model seems to

prefer one of the “one on” types more that the replicated model does, as can be seen

from Figure 12. It is uncertain why this happens, but Figure A7, which can be found in

the Appendix, did not elicit any difference. Therefore, these results can be considered

similar enough to those of Bramley et al. (2017), though further tests could ensure this

in the future.

Figure 12 . The original results of Bramley et al. (2017) figure 5d. The figure contains

the types of different interventions made by the models. Reprinted from Bramley et al.

(2017, p.25).
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Replication results for figure 5d

Figure 13 . The replicated results for Bramley et al.’s (2017) figure 5d. The replicated

results seem to mostly correspond well with the original results of Bramley et al. (2017).

The clear outlier is the confirmation focus, which seems to have much more random choices

than in the original article.

Given that the models performance in these results correspond well with those of

Bramley et al. (2017), and that the small differences can be explained by the

stochasticity of the intervention generation and choice process, it can be claimed that

the replicated globally efficient model reproduces the results of the original model of

Bramley et al.. The other replicated figures for this model, which can be found in the

Appendix, also reproduced the results of Bramley et al. (2017) and support this claim.

Edge focused.

Model. Bramley et al. (2017) define the edge focused intervention selection

model so that it tries to find the best intervention by minimizing the uncertainty about

the true state of a chosen edge Exy. They state that this can be found by assuming that

in the prior uncertainty every edge is as likely and then computing which intervention

will reduce uncertainty ∆H(.) the most with Equation 8. This limits the computational
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space, as the state of the other edges E\xy is kept constant and the model only needs to

evaluate each intervention over the three possible edge states for the chosen edge.

∆H(Exy|E\xy, d, w; c) =[
−3

(1
3 log2

1
3

)]
−

− ∑
z∈{−1,0,1}

P (Exy = z|E\xy, d, w; c) log2 P (Exy = z|E\xy, d, w; c)

(8)

Finally, the best intervention is the one that maximizes the uncertainty reduction

over various outcomes, but ignoring information from previous interventions and

outcomes. The slightly modified version of Bramley et al.’s (2017) equation for finding

the best intervention in the case of edge focused learner is given in Equation 9. This

equation has been reformalized from the Equation 7, which Bramley et al. (2017) used

for every choice model, to better correspond to the edge focused learner.

arg max
c∈C

E
d∈Dc

[∆H(Exy|E\xy, d, w; c)] (9)

Implementation. In the implementation, an edge Exy was initially chosen as

the focus lt by random choice. For the chosen focus, the average uncertainty reduction

was found by computing ∆H for each intervention c and outcome d using Equation 8 in

Equation 5. Finally, by using Equation 9 the one with maximum uncertainty reduction

was chosen.

Results. The uncertainty computations of the edge focused intervention

selection model can be seen in Figure 9. When compared against the original results

from Bramley et al. (2017) seen in Figure 8, it can be seen that the replicated model is

able to reproduce the uncertainty estimations in a graph with no connections.
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Furthermore, the results in the non-uniform uncertainty computations were also

reproduced and can be seen in the Appendix.

The quality of interventions generated by the edge focused model can be seen in

11. These results seem to be very close to those in the original figure, seen in Figure 10.

Similar to the original figure, the model performs slightly worse than the participants,

but does achieve performance of around 60.

The types of interventions that the replicated edge focused model produced can be

seen in Figure 13. The results seem to correspond well to the original results seen in 12.

Similarly to the original, the replicated model produced mostly “one on, one off”

interventions, with some choice distribution over the other intervention types as well.

Given that the edge focused model was able to reproduce the original results well

in above figures and in those that are in the Appendix, the model can be declared

successfully replicated. There were some minor differences in the results, but these can

be attributed to random selection of which edge to focus on.

Effect focused.

Model. Bramley et al. (2017) define the effect focused intervention selection

model as one that tries to minimize the uncertainty over which nodes in the graph m are

descendants of x, where De(x) is the set of direct and indirect descendants of x. They

state that this can be found by assuming that the a priori, De(x) are equally likely and

the best intervention c is the one that best distinguishes between different sets De(x).

In practice, this the evaluation happens over the whole model space M which is split

into descendant sets De(x) and where the best intervention is chosen by taking the one

that best reduces the uncertainty between these smaller segments. The descendant sets

consist of all alternative combinations of descendants for x. For instance, in a
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three-node network with nodes x, y, and z, if x is the chosen then the first set would

contain all the graphs that have y as the only descendant, the second set would contain

all graphs with z as the only descendant, the third all the graphs where they are both

descendants, and finally the last set would contain all graphs where neither node is a

descendant of x. Finally, after the model space is split, the uncertainty reduction ∆H(.)

is computed with Equation 10. The innermost brackets in Equation 10 were missing

from Bramley et al.’s definition but were added here.

∆H(De(x)|d, w; c) =− ∑
z⊆De(x)

 ∑
m∈Mo(z)

1
|M |

 log2

 ∑
m∈Mo(z)

1
|M |

−
− ∑

z⊆De(x)

 ∑
m∈Mo(z)

P (m|d, w; c)
 log2

 ∑
m∈Mo(z)

P (m|d, w; c)
 (10)

The best intervention is the one that maximizes the uncertainty reduction over

various outcomes, ignoring information from previous interventions and outcomes. In

the case of effect focused learner, this is formalized in Equation 11. This equation has

been reformalized from the Equation 7, which Bramley et al. (2017) used for all of the

learners, to better correspond with the effect focused learner.

arg max
c∈C

E
d∈Dc

[∆H(De(x)|d, w; c)] (11)

Implementation. in the implementation a node x was initially chosen as the

focus lt. For the chosen focus, the average uncertainty reduction was found by

computing ∆H for each intervention c and outcome d using Equation 10 in Equation 5

to find the one that reduced the most uncertainty on average. Finally, by using

Equation 11 the one with maximum uncertainty reduction was chosen.
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Results. The uncertainty computations of the effect focused intervention

selection model can be seen in Figure 9. When compared against the original results

from Bramley et al. (2017) seen in Figure 8, it can be seen that the replicated model is

able to reproduce the uncertainty estimations in a graph with no connections.

Furthermore, the results in the non-uniform uncertainty computations were also

reproduced and can be seen in the Appendix.

The quality of interventions generated by the effect focused model can be seen in

11. The results seem to be very close to those in the original figure, seen in Figure 10. It

can be seen that the model performs better than the participants, but is still quite close

to their performance, as was the case in the original figure.

The types of interventions that the replicated effect focused intervention selection

model generated can be seen in Figure 13. The results correspond perfectly to the

original results seen in 12. Similarly to the original, the replicated model only produces

“one on” interventions.

Given that the effect focused model was able to reproduce the original results well

in above figures and in those that are in the Appendix, the model can be declared

successfully replicated.

Confirmation focused.

Model. Bramley et al. (2017) define the confirmation focused intervention

selection model as such that it tries to find an intervention that best distinguishes

current belief bt from the null model b0, which contains no connections. Following this

assumption, the uncertainty reduction per intervention c and outcome d is given by

Equation 12, where bt is the current belief and b0 the null model. The innermost brackets

in Equation 12 were missing from Bramley et al.’s definition but were added here.
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∆H({bt, b0}|d, w; c) =[
−2

(1
2 log2

1
2

)]
−

− ∑
z∈{0,t}

(
P (bz|d, w; c)∑

z′∈{0,t} P (bz′|d, w; c) log2
P (bz|d, w; c)∑

z′∈{0,t} P (bz′|d, w; c)

) (12)

The best intervention is then the one that reduces the most uncertainty about the

correct graph between bt and b0, which is formalized in Equation 13. This equation has

been reformalized from the Equation 7, which Bramley et al. (2017) used for all of the

learners, to better correspond with the confirmation focused learner.

arg max
c∈C

E
d∈Dc

[∆H({bt, b0}|d, w; c)] (13)

Implementation. The implementation was done by computing ∆H for each

intervention c and outcome d using Equation 12 in Equation 5 to find the one that

reduced the most uncertainty on average. Finally, by using Equation 13 the one with

maximum uncertainty reduction was chosen.

Results. The uncertainty computations of the confirmation focused intervention

selection model can be seen in Figure 9. When compared against the original results

from Bramley et al. (2017) seen in Figure 8, it can be seen that the replicated model is

able to reproduce the uncertainty estimations in a graph with no connections. The

results for the graph with connections were also successfully replicated and can be found

in the Appendix.

The results for the replicated confirmation focus in intervention quality, as seen in

Figure 11, seem to be somewhat better than those of the original results, seen in Figure

10. The model also lacks a clear dip in the performance, which happens in the original

results after about five tests. The performance of the model is reliant on only one
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stochastic process, as it does have to sample from interventions given their probabilities

to reduce uncertainty. This should not drastically affect the performance of the model.

The results for the types of interventions made by the confirmation focus, seen in

Figure 13 also seem to differ slightly from the results of Bramley et al. (2017), seen in

Figure 12. The original model seems to prefer one of the “one on” intervention types

much more than the replicated model. Furthermore, it would seem that the original

only uses two types of “one off” interventions.

In the case of the confirmation focus, it is difficult to be fully certain that the

model has the same performance as the original in Bramley et al. (2017). The

uncertainty computations do match, which would give support to conclude that the

replicated model is working as intended. However, there are minor differences in both

the intervention quality and the types of interventions that the replicated model

generated. Although these differences are small, given that the confirmation focus had

the least stochasticity out of the focus models, one would assume that the replicated

model would have least variance in the performance. One reason for the differences

could be due to how the current belief bt is chosen. If this belief is generated differently

between the replicated and the original model, it could explain the small differences.

Here, the bt was simply the max posterior graph of the optimal-Bayes model, which was

used to evaluate the model quality. To ensure that the confirmation focused intervention

selection model corresponds to that of Bramley et al. (2017), more work is needed.

Implications of the Neurath’s ship framework to interactive AI

The purpose of this segment is to consider how the above reviewed cognitive

models could be combined in an interactive AI approach. As discussed earlier, in an IAI

systems, an AI collaborates with a human user to help them on a specific goal in a given
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task environment. The models implemented in the replication segment of this thesis can

potentially simulate human behaviour in specific causal tasks and by leveraging these

simulations, it is possible to make further predictions on how people behave in unseen

causal inference tasks. For instance, the SE model of Bramley et al. (2017) predicts that

people are likely to misinterpret a chain graph as a fully connected one. The

implemented forward model could perhaps be used in an IAI approach to predict

mistakes people make in other graphs as well. These predictions could then be used as a

diagnostic tool to find out erroneous patterns and common mistakes that people might

make in causal inference tasks.

An IAI system, such as the one described here, is benefits from having cognitive

models that approximate the people’s behaviour accurately, but also that a supporting

AI exists and is able to reliably provide aid to the user. As mentioned earlier, the work

of Bramley et al. (2017) offers potential models to tackle the first aspect and a large

portion of this thesis is devoted for the replication of the models in Bramley et al.

(2017). In this segment, further consideration is given to aspects that could help make

Bramley et al.’s models better applicable into the domain of IAI, which they originally

were not designed for. However, the second concern is still somewhat open: Can an AI

model provide support to the user in an online causal learning task? This segment also

explores this question briefly, by proposing a simple IAI system that, once improved

further, could be used in the IAI framework to provide support for the user.

A simple interactive AI solution

The interactive AI system proposed here is based on a simple idea, where the

user’s task is to make causal inferences to find the true structure, and an AI model

provides error detection by looking at the correlational data between the variables. This
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type of solution could perhaps be used in exploratory data analysis tasks (Hullman &

Gelman, 2021) or in similar approaches. This idea was inspired by the first step of the

IC algorithm (Pearl & Verma, 1995), where independencies are used to find possible

edges from purely observational data. The original purpose of the IC algorithm is to

find likely structure of a causal graph, but the proposed approach here benefits from

both the capability to detect edges, but also from the fact that the algorithm can

identify when the data implies that an edge might be missing. These inferences form a

graph with undirected edges in positions where a likely edge exists. Therefore, this

graph consists only of undirected edges. Following from this, it is often referred as a

skeleton of a graph or as the skeleton graph. Here we consider the skeleton implied by

the conditional independencies as a guide for identifying possible mistakes in the users’

causal inference. Though the nondirectional edges implied by the algorithm should not

be taken as absolute truth, the proposal here is that they can possibly help a human in

the causal inference task. The proposed algorithm which finds the skeleton graphs and

uses them as guide, is the following:

1. Choose a pair of nodes x and y in a graph m, which have not been considered

against each other yet.

2. For this pair, consider every other node m/xy in the graph m. If for any of these

pairs the independency x ⊥ y |m/xy or x ⊥ y | ∅ holds, recommend that any edges

between these variables should possibly be removed. If the independencies do not

hold, recommend that an edge could be added.

3. Return to Step 1 unless all the possible node pairs are covered.

The independence in the proposed approach was evaluated with a G-test (Hoey,

2012) based on the binary data of node outcomes. By adjusting the p-values for the
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G-test, it is possible to affect how probable correct recommendations are. This means

that the model bases its inference purely on observational data and is able to make

inferences without any knowledge of the background noise wb and connection strength

ws. This makes the proposed approach one of the most simple solutions for error

detection in the proposed causal framework.

Given the detected discrepancies, the skeleton graph model can provide the user

with information that the edge they have proposed might be incorrect. The user can

then use this knowledge to either remove the edge, make further tests, or ignore the AI.

Similarly, the AI could give recommendations about when an edge could be added,

although it does not recommend the direction for the edge and leaves this inference for

the user. Assuming that the forward models of Bramley et al. (2017) accurately capture

some behavioural trends, the AI could even pre-emptively detect some likely incorrect

inferences based on simulated data. Figure 14 shows an example of the proposed

approach.
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User 
(real/simulated)

AI

Figure 14 . An example of interactive AI system where an AI collaborates with an user

in a causal learning task using skeleton graph estimated from the correlational data as

a guide to make recommendations for the user. The cognitive models explored in this

thesis could possibly be used to simulate user behaviour and detect probable mistakes

beforehand.

Results, discussion, and limitations. The above segment proposed a simple

way to build an AI system that is able to provide guidance to an user in a causal

inference task. When combined with the reproduced forward models, this type of system

could potentially be used to create an IAI system which simulates user data and detects

likely mistakes pre-emptively.

To see if this approach is at all feasible in error detection, the proposed skeleton

graph based model, which uses data from Bramley’s experiment from 2015, was built.

This data was used as it provided the most test attempts out of all the experiments,

making the p-value based independence testing more reliable.

The results for the case where the skeleton graph attempts to identify incorrectly

placed edges can be seen in Table 1. What can be seen in the second and third columns
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is the number of extra edges, so edges that the user has placed but do not exist in the

true model, and the percentages of how many of them the model would correctly

identify given a specific p-value for the G-test. In the fourth and fifth columns are the

number of correct edges, so edges which the participants have added correctly, and

percentages of how many of them the model would falsely remove.

Table 1

The results for the skeleton graph based model identifying extra edges by the participants.

p-value Extra edges Correctly remove % Correct edges Wrongly remove %

0.0001 176 1.1 495 0

0.001 176 1.7 495 0.4

0.01 176 6.8 495 6.3

0.02 176 9.7 495 9.9

0.05 176 19.3 495 21.8

0.1 176 31.8 495 30.9

The results in the case the skeleton graph model attempts to identify incorrectly

missing edges can be seen in Table 2. The second and third columns contain the number

of edges that the user missed and the percentages of how many of them the model would

correctly identify given a specific p-value for the G-test. In the fourth and fifth columns

are the number of correctly missing edges and percentages of how many of them the

model would falsely add an edge to.
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Table 2

The results for the skeleton graph model identifying edges missed by the participants.

p-value Missing edges Correctly add % Correctly missing Wrongly add %

0.0001 154 99.4 293 72.7

0.001 154 98.7 293 70.0

0.01 154 92.9 293 57.7

0.02 154 90.9 293 51.9

0.05 154 80.5 293 38.2

0.1 154 71.4 293 28.7

The most glaring issue from these results is that the current performance of the

skeleton graph model for identifying extra edges is quite poor. Out of 176 edges that

were incorrectly placed by the participants, 2 were correctly identified as incorrect

without any false positives. Therefore, such a model would only help remove about an

1% of the extra edges without any false positives. With p-value of 0.01, the skeleton

graph model would incorrectly recommend removing 31 edges out of the 495 edges that

were correctly identified by the participants, while only catching 12 of the actual extra

edges. When recommending the user to add edges, the performance is good with higher

p-values, but it should be noted that it does not consider the orientation of the edge.

The skeleton graph based proposal is limited by the fact that it is not able to

incorporate interventional information, which likely affected the results. For instance, if

the user made an intervention where two of the nodes were on, the model would

consider this as a proof about correlation between the nodes and that an edge is more
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likely. Similarly one on, one off, interventions would cause the opposite, incorrect,

inference. Although, such double interventions were only made in about 25% of the tests

in the original data, these are still likely to hinder the model’s performance.

Incorporating information about the interventions in causal structure inference has been

done in, for example, Hauser and Bühlmann (2012). By incorporating such an approach

with the one proposed here, there is potential that the proposed AI model would be able

to provide better guidance for the user much more reliably.

The approach does have some clear strengths, which were difficult to explore with

small graphs. Considering that the strength of this type of approach is that it is able to

keep track of global data over all the past data, it is likely that in larger datasets with

longer learning spans the results would be more notable. Compared to humans, the

skeleton graph based model is not as limited by local attention and is able to infer

globally about independencies implied by the data. As shown in the work of Bramley et

al. (2017), people are more likely to focus on some local part of the causal structure and

the approach proposed here could be used to keep track of information at the global

level. Furthermore, the approach used G-test as a way to detect the possible

independencies. It is possible that an exact test would provide much better ratio of false

negatives over false positives. This would also allow a better method for tuning the

model than adjusting the p-value of the independence test, which can be seen as dubious.

Considering that this simple approach shows some potential, it is plausible that a

more developed model is able to reliably identify user errors. Such an approach could

then be extended to incorporate insights from simulated users, generated with the help

of cognitive models. As these models should be able to approximate user behaviour in

unseen situations, the IAI system might even be able to detect mistakes before they

happen.
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Applying models of Bramley et al. (2017) to interactive AI framework

Nunes et al. (2015) state that in order to reliably inference the person’s state, the

mechanisms for modelling, detecting, and predicting human behaviour need to be

reliable. In this segment, some consideration is given to how these aspects could be

improved when the models of Bramley et al. (2017) are used for such modelling in an IAI

system. These improvements are not necessarily something that the original framework

left out, but rather something that is needed to reliably extend the models into the

interactive AI approach, as the original models were not designed with the IAI approach

in mind and focused on offering explanations to peoples’ causal learning behaviour.

Overall, the models of Bramley et al. (2017) seem to make an excellent candidate

for the interactive AI approach, the models seem to approximate human behaviour quite

well and Bramley et al. provides the formalism to both the forward models and inverse

models to predict and fit peoples’ causal learning behaviour. Nunes et al. (2015) note

that one major source of noise in behavioural explanations is due to individual

differences, so Bramley et al.’s work seems to combat this quite well.

If we consider how well the models of Bramley et al. (2017) can be relied upon

when estimating user behaviour in general, one question left open is related on how

people choose the local focus items lt. This is, in the case of edge focus, which edge does

the person choose, and in the case of effect focus, which node does the person choose.

The confirmation focus is able to avoid this challenge, as it always compares the

complete model to a null model. Although, the question then becomes whether this

direct comparison is feasible in larger graphs. Bramley et al. (2017) do state that they

assumed people have some way to estimate uncertainty and use that as basis for their

choices, but it seems that they do not provide a clear algorithmic-level formalism to how
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this uncertainty is computed. The same issue is relevant to the Neurath’s ship model, as

currently it chooses focus edges randomly. In smaller graphs the focus could be

estimated by a random choice, but in any medium to large-sized causal network, the

prediction power about user behaviour will become next to none with random choices.

Bramley et al. (2017) so make some recommendations on how the uncertainty and

therefore the choice could be computed, but this thesis could not test these in practise.

This is something that future work should extend on, as it seems to be somewhat crucial

part of causal learning and could combine further insights from cognitive science, such

as whether understanding about attention and memory mechanisms can be used to help

predict where individuals direct their interventions.

Another concern is about the intervention selection models as a whole. Although

the models had quite good performance, Bramley et al. (2017) not that none of the

models are able to capture human performance quite well. This would pose a problem if

these models are used for generating typical behaviour, as the explanatory power could

be very low. Furthermore, Bramley et al. note that more research in regard to the

intervention selection models is needed. This is to capture more general trends, to

explain some of the choices used by people, and to capture some of the difficult to

predict aspects of the intervention selection.

It should also be noted that, although they are not global, the computations that

these selection models use still seem to be quite intensive for cognitively feasible learner.

For instance, in the case of the edge focused learner, finding the best intervention still

requires the learner to evaluate every outcome for every intervention. Unlike the

structure learning models, these results would scale poorly as the amount of possible

interventions grows. In a four-node network, the learner would need to evaluate 34

possible interventions, with 24 possible outcomes per interventions. It can be argued
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that this becomes infeasible for any cognitively bounded learner. When compared to, for

instance, Neurath’s ship, it is able to scale in much more cognitively feasible manner

even when the causal graphs grow much larger in size. The argument here is that the

idea of these models is not necessarily wrong, but that the way these models are

formatted could use more cognitively feasible algorithmic-level format. This could also

improve the general fit of these models and is something that future work should

consider.

In general, in order to be applied into the IAI approach, the intervention choice

models could benefit from more exact and more cognitively plausible formalism.

Furthermore, the capability of these models to capture user behaviour in various causal

inference scenarios should be tested as well. The performance should at least be

validated in larger causal networks and in more realistic tasks, where the causal graph is

based on some real-life based causal structure. Developing and testing these aspects

further offer a lot of potential for future work.

General discussion

This thesis has focused on the implementation and exploration of the forward

models of Bramley et al. (2017) and delved into what such cognitive models of online

causal learning imply for the interactive AI framework. This work can be considered to

consist of two main components: First of all, this thesis explored whether the results

from the forward models of Bramley et al. (2017) could be replicated, given that any

implications made based on these models is conditional to their reliability. Secondly,

this thesis inspected what these models imply for the interactive AI framework. Here, it

was explored how the framework of Bramley et al. (2017) could be utilized within the

interactive AI approach and what is still left to consider when we hope to push
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interactive AI and similar approaches towards the usage of these cognitive models. In

this segment, the full extent of this thesis is discussed.

Replication

From the forward models of causal structure learning in Bramley et al. (2017), the

win-stay, lose-sample and simple endorsement models were successfully replicated. Both

models seems to produce quite good approximations of the human performance in

Bramley et al. (2017) and this thesis gives further support that these models indeed

function as they are described. These models have not been used extensively in the

literature and this thesis hopefully gives further support for pursuit to validate them in

larger causal graphs and other areas that have not yet been explored. On the other

hand, this thesis did not manage to replicate the results for either the active or passive

Bayes-optimal or the Neurath’s ship model. In the case of the Bayes-optimal model, the

difference was somewhat trivial as the model only scored a few points below the original

one and was mainly used to demonstrate the difference between the performance of

participants and an optimal model. Furthermore, the Bayes-optimal model’s main

purpose in Bramley et al. (2017) was to highlight the difference between the

participants’ and optimal performance and this was reproduced in the best matching

implementation of the model. As for the Neurath’s ship model, it is currently unknown

why the performance seems to be noticeably lower on average. It is possible that this

divergence is due to the stochasticity of the model’s sampling and other processes, but

implementational mistakes and other issues might explain the differences as well.

From the the intervention choice forward models, the globally efficient, edge

focused, and effect focused learners were successfully replicated. The uncertainty

computations of the original confirmation focused learner were successfully reproduced,
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but the replicated model’s performance in the quality of interventions was marginally

higher and their type distribution differed slightly. One possible explanation for this

difference is that the model did not use graphs generated by the Bayes-optimal structure

learning model, but instead used those made by the participants. Although the

differences in model performance between the replicated and the original model were

small, this thesis could not conclude that it was successfully replicated.

As of now, some of the forward models of Bramley et al. (2017) could not be fully

replicated in this thesis, but there are multiple possible causes for this. First, most of

these models contained some stochasticity that was likely to affect their performance.

Finally, it is possible that the code built in this during the replication process for this

thesis has an oversight that causes the results to differ. Countless tests were made to

avoid such issues, but it is always possible that something was missed.

The replication done in this thesis is still work in progress and a future paper is

planned to replicate the full work of Bramley et al. (2017). Therefore, it is possible that

some observations and statements made in this thesis about Bramley et al.’s work might

change in the future. This replication work has highlighted some important factors

which are relevant for the successful replication of computational models. As a way to

improve the replicability of future papers, some general recommendations are briefly

mentioned here. This is not intended as a criticism of Bramley et al. (2017), but rather

it is done to make use of the replication knowledge built during this thesis. One major

aspect that makes the replication of computational models easier is that the

explanations of the implementational details of those models are explicit and exhaustive.

The computational steps that a model follows should be defined separately and in full

detail, indicating the variables used and in which manner to produce the final output.

Another aspect that should be considered is that the original data is provided and is in
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clear format, with explanations for the variables. This is especially important if the data

was used to produce some of the figures or the main results.

Implications for interactive AI

In this thesis, the interactive AI approach was defined as an approach where the

focus is on the human user and an AI is there to provide assistance to the person so that

they can better achieve their goals in the given task environment. The benefits of

similar approaches have been highlighted lately by, for example, Shneiderman (2020)

and it is likely that it will gain more attraction in the future. An IAI system benefits

from cognitive models that are able to accurately model human behaviour in the given

task as this allows the AI to better collaborate with the user. Though the models here

were not implemented in an actual IAI system, some areas where they might make a fit

were explored. Furthermore, some thought was given on how these models could make

even better fit for the IAI approach in the future.

One proposal in this thesis was that the models of Bramley et al. (2017) could fit

an IAI system to diagnose potential user errors. The idea is that in such system, the

person’s current choices and predicted behaviour could both be used to identify

problematic choice patterns, and to indicate when they might be making an error. To

explore this, a simple AI model was proposed. This model could identify user errors

with the help of conditional independencies identified from the observational data.

Though this model was a simplification with multiple limitations, it was able to improve

the participants’ performance in some cases. In the future, an improved version of such

a model could be combined with predictions from the cognitive models, to pre-emptively

identify likely mistakes and to propose choices that help the user make causal inferences

that better correspond with their current goals.
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As the original models of Bramley et al. (2017) were not designed with the IAI

approach in mind, they do have a few limitations when it comes to extending them into

the IAI framework. As the IAI requires complete and accurate predictions of the user,

some proposals were given on how to improve the match between the cognitive models

and the IAI system. The original models of Bramley et al. (2017) should be extended to

consider more accurate method for predicting where and why people place their

interventions. Furthermore, some work should be done to test the performance of

Bramley et al.’s (2017) models in larger graphs and see how well they capture human

behaviour in general. As real-life causal tasks are likely to use larger causal networks

than those used in Bramley et al. (2017), this work would hopefully validate the models

further. For the IAI approach proposed here, one important aspect is that these models

indeed do capture mistakes that people commonly make.

Finally, once the theory is developed further, an interactive AI system using

similar models as covered here could perhaps infer where people direct their attention,

what they consider, and how they learn given these inferences. Such a system would be

invaluable in causal analysis and learning tasks and could provide further insights into

human behaviour and cognition. Furthermore, as this thesis has highlighted, such a

system could possibly provide robust assistance to an user by detecting likely errors and

by helping them reach their goals.

Conclusions

This thesis focused on the replication and extensions of the causal modelling

framework of Bramley et al. (2017), and through this work explored what cognitive

models of causality have to offer to the field of interactive AI. This thesis has successfully

replicated the results of most of the forward models in Bramley et al., though the results
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of the main model, Neurath’s ship, could not be fully replicated. This thesis has also

discussed and shown some ways to extend such cognitive models to the field of

interactive AI. In the future, such systems might offer avenues for people to benefit from

the capabilities of artificial intelligence in tasks, such as in data analysis, data

exploration, and decision making. In these areas, such cognitive models can be used in

combination with machine learning models to help detect errors and notice patterns that

would otherwise be left undetected. This thesis has given a simple example for one such

an interactive AI system and how it could be used in combination with the replicated

models. Through this work, this thesis paves road to future research, which seeks to

combine AI and cognitive models to achieve better and more intelligent systems.
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Figure A1 . The replication results of figure 3ii of Bramley et al. (2017). “-1” signifies a

free node, “1” that a node is intervened to on, and “0” that a node is intervened to off.
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Replication results: Figure 5a 'info'

Figure A2 . The replication results of figure 5a of Bramley et al. (2017) for the ’info’

condition.
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Figure A3 . The replication results of figure 5a of Bramley et al. (2017) for the ’no info’

condition.
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Figure A4 . The replication results of figure 5a of Bramley et al. (2017) for the ’info +

summary’ condition.
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Figure A5 . The replication results of figure 5b of Bramley et al. (2017).
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Figure A6 . The replication results of figure 7c of Bramley et al. (2017).
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Figure A7 . The replicated results of figure 7d of Bramley et al. (2017).


